


 

Leave Policy for JuMP Start Students  

Bad Weather Conditions: 

- Classes will be held as usual when an amber storm signal, a red storm signal, and/or a typhoon 
signal no. 3 is/are hoisted. Parents should decide whether their children should attend the classes 
after considering the weather, traffic and the surrounding conditions. In such case, students not 
attending the class will be regarded as absent, and no make-up class nor refund will be arranged.  

- Classes will be cancelled when a black storm signal or a typhoon signal no. 8 or above is/are hoisted. 
No refund nor make-up class will be arranged for cancelled lesson(s) due to bad weather conditions.  

- The above measures are general guidelines. Please refer to our School’s announcement in actual 
circumstances. We may not follow the above guidelines if necessary depending on actual weather 
conditions. Thank you for your understanding.  

School Holidays:  

- JuMP Start is a 5-phase programme in which occasional breaks might take place in between phases 
due to school holidays. Please refer to class calendar carefully for class dates.  

Leaves:  

- Make-up lessons can only be arranged for sick leaves with valid medical certificate provided and 
need to be notified at least 2 hours before class start time.  

- Make-up lessons must be arranged within course fee period, none can be carried forward to next 
phase.  

- We do not guarantee a replacement class if the available make-up class schedule does not match 
your child’s availability.  

- Apart from sick leaves, we will not arrange make-up lessons for absences of any reason, such as 
casual leaves and travel leaves.  

- Leave applications must be made via written notice by e-mail or WhatsApp.  

By settling the payment or signing the acknowledgement, parents acknowledge that they have read 
and accepted the terms and conditions as listed on this page.  

 


